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Unger: LIGHT FUNCTIONS EMERGENCYSPECIAL VEHICLES

LIGHT FUNCTIONS EMERGENCY/SPECIAL VEHICLES
Technical task:
Rescue, police, firefighting and similar emergency vehicles (Figure 1) often have a classic special signal system, possibly
in conjunction with additional flashing lights. In some cases, the display of lettering such as stop signs is also integrated
into bar systems to address road users. These systems are offered as special equipment and are not available in classic
customer vehicles due to special rights.

Figure 1: Audi emergency vehicles

Disadvantage:
In-vehicle systems such as projection headlights and/or communication surfaces in the front and rear are currently not
used to support special rights. However, they would certainly have the potential to optimize the signaling effect or visual
task.

Solution:
Part of this idea is the description of a total of nine lighting functions primarily to support the above-mentioned tasks in
emergency and special vehicles.
The partial functions including a short description:
Accident scene illumination via HSW
A number of additional light sources, such as floodlight columns or LED cases, are available for emergency forces to
illuminate hazardous areas and work zones. The aim is to supplement the vehicle's own lighting. This includes illumination
by means of low beam, high beam and/or projectors when the vehicle is stationary and/or with the terminal switched off
(ignition off).
Communication Light
Communication surfaces in the front, side and/or rear convey information in the form of symbols and text displays to
surrounding road users. For emergency vehicles, it makes sense to display the following content:
Operation type

Behavioral request

Maneuvering distance

Flash Light (Ambient)
The effect of an active special signal system (e.g. blue light) is intensified by pulsing or flashing the surrounding lights.
If the surrounding lights are RGB projectors, they can be controlled in the color corresponding to the type of
application.
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Balance Light
In the following, balance Light is understood as a light-guided support of driving ability tests, especially for use by police
forces. Among other things, this includes the projection of a balance line for testing motor skills.
Light Lock
The objective of the subfunction is to mark and track a selectable object in the vehicle's light image. The detection,
classification and, if necessary, prediction of one or more objects is performed using the vehicle's own sensors. Due to its
characteristics, the function is suitable for target tracking in the field.
Search Light
The maximum intensity in the light image is shifted depending on the driver's line of vision. The aim is to achieve optimum
illumination of a search area.
Optical magnification (Ambient) as a danger warning
Ambient lighting visually magnifies the emergency vehicle. This serves to signal the danger zone and sensitizes other road
users. A dynamic local and temporal design reinforces the signal effect.
Convoy track
When the vehicle is traveling in a convoy, the projection of the lane light is comparable to the current series function (see
Figure 2). However, the projection follows the vehicle in front. The range of the lane light is shortened to the distance to
the vehicle in front. When the vehicle in front changes lanes, the lane light moves to the new lane. If necessary, other
vehicle signals such as the detection of a lane change assistant are included.

Figure 2: Lane light/ orientation light in the e-tron Sportback

The components of the overall system are outlined in the following diagram. They can be used, combined or removed as
required.
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Figure 3: Components overall system
The technical implementation of the sub-functions is described below. Like the evaluated input signals, they can be
combined as required.
Accident scene illumination via HSW
The addition of on-board lighting to commercially available lighting for emergency scenes is done via the light sources of
low beam, high beam and/or projectors. The control of the functions takes place under consideration of the following input
signals:










Identification of emergency/special vehicle
Special rights identifier
Installed light systems
Speed of vehicle
Readiness to drive
Ambient brightness
Position of control element partial function
Object data driver assistance
Position of light touch module (control element)

An advantageous characteristic:
IF (AND operation):
Identifier emergency/special vehicle = police vehicle

Special rights identifier = active

Position control element partial function = active

Speed = 0km/h

Ready to drive = not given

Position of light sensor module = AUTO

Ambient brightness <= threshold

Object data driver assistance -> No vehicles detected

THEN




Low beam active
High beam active
Projection over complete Field of View headlamp module

Communication Light
Communication surfaces in the front, side and/or rear convey information in the form of symbols and text displays to
surrounding road users. For emergency vehicles, it is useful to display the following content:
Operation type

Behavioral request

Maneuvering distance

The control of the functions takes place under consideration of the following input signals:













Identification of emergency/special vehicle
Special rights identifier
Position of the light switch module (control element)
Position of control element Partial function
Installed light systems
Input of desired display texts
Vehicle speed
Vehicle acceleration
Driving readiness
Gear selection
Ambient brightness
Object data driver assistance

An advantageous characteristic:
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IF (AND operation):
Identifier emergency/special vehicle = rescue vehicle, type emergency medical vehicle

Special rights identifier = active

Position of light pushbutton module (control element) = AUTO

Position of control element partial function = type of operation

Input of desired display texts = automatic

Ambient brightness < threshold

THEN



Communication area front = "Emergency doctor"
Communication area rear = "Emergency doctor"

Flash Light (Ambient)
The effect of an active special signal system (e.g. blue light) is intensified by pulsing or flashing the surrounding lights. If
the surrounding lights are RGB projectors, they can be controlled in the color corresponding to the type of use.
The control of the function takes place under consideration of the following input signals:







Identification of emergency/special vehicle
Special rights identifier
Installed light systems
Position of light pushbutton module (control element)
Position of control element Partial function
Ambient brightness

An advantageous characteristic:
IF (AND operation):
Identifier emergency/special vehicle = police vehicle

Special rights identifier = active

Position of light pushbutton module (control element) = AUTO

Position of control element partial function = active

Ambient brightness < threshold

THEN


Pulsation environment projection in the color blue with 2- 4 Hz

If necessary, synchronization with the special signal system can take place wirelessly or via a signal line.

Balance Light
In the following, balance light is understood as a light-guided support of driving ability tests, especially for use by police
forces. It requires a projection system in the vehicle (headlights and/or ambient projection).
The tests include the:



line projection for testing motor skills
action projection as symbol projection (if necessary dynamic)

The control of the two functions takes place under consideration of the following input signals:












Identification of emergency/special vehicle
Special rights identifier
Installed light systems
Position of light pushbutton module (control element)
Position of control element Partial function
Installed light system
Speed (speed)
Ready to drive
Gear selection
Ambient brightness
Object data driver assistance
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An advantageous characteristic:
IF (AND operation):
Identifier emergency/special vehicle = police vehicle

Speed = 0km/h

Readiness to drive = not given

Gear selection = P

Position control element partial function = line projection

Position light touch module = AUTO

Ambient brightness <= threshold

Object data driver assistance -> No vehicles detected

THEN


Projection balance line

Light Lock
The aim of the sub-function is to mark and track a selectable object in the vehicle's light image. The object(s) to be tracked
is/are selected either manually (e.g., via a vehicle's own display in conjunction with an input system) or automatically (e.g.,
vehicle driving ahead). The detection, classification and, if necessary, prediction of one or more objects is performed by
means of the vehicle's own sensor systems, e.g. a front camera or a laser scanner. The associated detection and
classification methods are known from the state of the art.
Marking in the light image is done by means of a projection system, segmented high beam and/or segmented low beam.
Here, the position of the object and/or the direction of the object can be highlighted.
The control of the function takes place under consideration of the following input signals:












Identification of emergency/special vehicle
Special rights identifier
Position of the light switch module (control element)
Position of control element Partial function
Input Object selection
Installed light systems
Speed control
Ready to move
Gear selection
Ambient brightness
Object data driver assistance

An advantageous characteristic:
IF (AND operation):
Identifier emergency/special vehicle = police vehicle

Identifier special rights = active

Input object selection = manual, object selected

Speed >= threshold

Ready to drive = given

Gear selection = D

Position control element partial function = line projection

Position light sensor module = AUTO

Ambient brightness <= threshold

Object data driver assistance (existence, ID, position, width, length)

THEN
Marking object at its position by means of projection system and highlighting the direction to the object by

means of segmented low beam light

Search Light
The maximum intensity in the light image is shifted depending on the driver's line of vision. The aim is to achieve
optimum illumination of a search area.
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The direction of gaze is detected by a driver observation system, preferably in the form of a camera system. Due to the
saccades of the eye movement, it may be necessary to filter the direction of gaze.
The shift in the center of gravity in the light image is achieved by means of a projection system, segmented high beam
and/or segmented low beam.
The control of the function takes place under consideration of the following input signals:













Identification of emergency/special vehicle
Special rights identifier
Installed light systems
Position of light pushbutton module (control element)
Position of control element Partial function
Eye tracking data (direction of gaze, quality, ...)
Speed (speed)
Driving readiness
gear selection
Ambient brightness
Object data driver assistance
Navigation data

An advantageous characteristic:
IF (AND operation):
Identifier emergency/special vehicle = police vehicle

Speed <= threshold

Readiness to drive = given

Gear selection = D

Position control element partial function = active

Position of light sensor module = AUTO

Ambient brightness <= threshold

Eye tracking quality >= threshold

THEN


Center of gravity shift of dimming characteristic segmented low beam and segmented high beam in line of sight
+ spot projection system in line of sight

Optical magnification (ambient) as danger warning
The surrounding lighting visually magnifies the emergency vehicle, primarily when it is stationary. This serves to signal the
danger zone and sensitizes other road users. A dynamic local and temporal design reinforces the signal effect.
The control of the function takes place under consideration of the following input signals:










Identification of emergency/special vehicle
Special rights identifier
Installed light systems
Position of light pushbutton module (control element)
Position of control element Partial function
Speed control
Driving readiness
Gear selection
Ambient brightness

An advantageous characteristic:
IF (AND operation):
Identifier emergency/special vehicle = fire engine

Special rights identifier = active

Position of light pushbutton module (operating element) = AUTO

Position of control element partial function = active

Ambient brightness <= threshold

Speed <= Threshold
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THEN
Pulsating or permanent ambient projection


Convoy track
When the vehicle is traveling in a convoy, the projection of the lane light is comparable to the current series function (see
Figure 2). However, the projection follows the vehicle in front. The selection of the object(s) to be tracked is either manual
(e.g. via a vehicle's own display in conjunction with an input system) or automatic (e.g. vehicle in front). The detection,
classification and, if necessary, prediction of one or more objects is performed by means of the vehicle's own sensor
systems, e.g. a front camera or a laser scanner. The associated detection and classification methods are known from the
state of the art.
The range of the lane light is shortened to the distance to the vehicle in front. When the vehicle in front changes lanes, the
lane light moves to the new lane. If necessary, other vehicle signals such as the detection of a lane change assistant are
included.
The control of the function takes place under consideration of the following input signals:















Identification of emergency/special vehicle
Special rights identifier
Position of the light switch module (control element)
Position of control element Partial function
Input Object selection
Installed light systems
Speed control
Ready to move
Gear selection
Ambient brightness
Object data driver assistance
Lane change assistant status
Lane data
Navigation data

An advantageous characteristic:
IF (AND operation):
Identifier emergency/special vehicle = special vehicle

Identifier special rights = active

Input object selection = automatic

Speed >= threshold

Ready to drive = given

Gear selection = D

Position control element partial function = active

Position light sensor module = AUTO

Ambient brightness <= threshold

Object data driver assistance (existence, ID, position, width, length)

Road class = highway OR country road

Lane markings present

THEN


Projection track carpet to position object via projection system

When the object changes lanes, the lane light is guided to the new lane depending on the status of the lane change
assistant.
A lane change of the object can be detected e.g. by comparing the lane information and the object position.

Advantage:
In-vehicle systems such as projection headlights and/or communication surfaces in the front and rear support the signaling
effect and/or visual task in the field and offer considerable added value for the emergency forces compared to the functions
offered today.
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